SUMMARY. Gismondine is a monoclinic mineral but prior to X-ray determination of its unit cell it was variously regarded as orthorhombic, monoclinic, or triclinic on account of its intricate twinning. A study of gismondine crystals from Osa Quarry, near Rome, indicates that the morphologically dominant form is {~32} which by twinning about the normal to {Ioo} produces penetration-twinned octahedral crystals united on (ioo) and (oo0. Gismondine has poor cleavage on {~.32}; optic plane is (010) and ~:[0OI] = 42.5 ~ (in obtuse/~).
GISMONDINE is a monoclinic zeolite mineral, which on account of its penetration twinning (fig. Ia, b) shows tetragonal or orthorhombic pseudosymmetry. It was named by K. C. yon Leonhard (1817) after Professor Gismondi who had previously (I816, 1817) discovered an apparently similar mineral, zeagonite, which, being a mixture of gismondine and phillipsite, was not accepted as a species. The morphological cell of gismondine was considered to be monoclinic, orthorhombic, or triclinic (see Dana, I892 ) . Kalb 0932) deduced an orthorhombic morphological celt, axial ratio, o.9657: I :o.7491. The first single crystal X-ray diffraction study by Kraus (I939) showed it to be orthorhombic, a -13.68, b = I4.28, c = IO.6O A, axial ratio similar to that of Kalb and space group Cmmm or Ccca. Fischer and Kuzel (I958) and Fischer (1963) parallel to (oo0 and (oIo) were examined by the universal stage to locate the cleavage and composition planes, twin axis, and optical orientations of the individuals in the twinned crystals.
Morphology. Marignac (I845) interpreted the crystals as tetragonal bipyramids, with angles 'sur les ar~tes de la base 92~ 3o', sur les ar~tes culminantes I I8 ~ 3 o'', but notes that these angles are very variable--89 ~ to 93 89 ~ and 117 ~ to I22 ~ (these are, of course, the supplements of the facenormal angles). Lasaulx (1879), Des Cloizeaux (I 883), and Rinne (I889) examined sections made both perpendicular and parallel to the pseudo-tetragonal axis in polarized light. Rinne showed that sections normal to the pseudo-tetragonal axis are divided into four sections, presenting the same optical properties as are found in the present study for sections normal to the b-axis established by the X-ray data (fig. 4) ; Rinne took the pseudo-tetragonal axis as [ooi], the crystals being interpenetration twins on the near-rectangular prism {Iio}. He presumed the faces developed to belong to the form {oI I}, and found 2V, 82 ~ for Na-light. Calculations show Rinne's form {oII} to be {o43} and his (o7[3) equivalent to (~32) of this study.
The present study shows that the pseudotetragonal octahedron consists of four faces of the form {]32} and four of its twin {~.32} around the normal to (too). The calculated angles (23z):(z3z), 88 ~ I8', and (~32):(3-~2). 9 ~176 42', are clearly Cleavage. The gismondine cleavage is reported to be parallel to the general crystal form {lII} (Kalb, 1932) fig. 4 ) and has an over-all patchy extinction. Twinning occurs on the normal to {Ioo} and composition planes are approximately parallel to (IOO) and (ooi).
Mechanism of twinning.
The penetration twinning of gismondine is similar to that of gypsum and albite (Donnelly, 1967) , which form fourlings seen respectively on (olo) and (too). The gismondine twinning is related to its growth characteristics. It has been observed ( fig. Ia) that gismondine grows preferentially along the [IOI] direction, which is also the direction of the acute bisectrix ~. This explains the length-fast character of the gismondine radiating aggregates (Walker, 1962, p. I9O) . It has already been stated that the faces developed in this direction belong to the form {~-32} ( fig. 5) . Growth in the other two quadrants starts around nuclei that are in twinned orientation with respect to the untwinned crystal and which subsequently coalesce into optically and crystallographically continuous twinned quadrants.
marks the location of the pole to (oo0.
The reason for this twinning may be seen from the structure ofgismondine (Fisher, I963) projected on (oIo) (fig. 6 ). Penetration twinning on the normal to { IOO} introduces a mirror plane parallel to (ioo) and a glide plane parallel to (oo t). Across the mirror plane the adjacent segments may therefore be considered as reflection twins. Some adjustment of the structure must take place during uniting along the composition planes and during coalescence of the twinned nuclei, hence the patchy extinction of the twinned quadrants and development of segments (r).
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